NEWS & COMMENT
There are some important differences
between copying individual decisions and
cultural inheritance of mating preferences,
which mean that this result should be
interpreted cautiously. I have taken care
to distinguish mate copying and cultural
transmission, because whilst copying may
result in cultural inheritance, it need not
necessarily do so. Cultural inheritance requires that females not only imitate individual behaviours (in this case the mating
decisions of other females), but that they
also tend to repeat this type of behaviour
(ie. make similar mating decisions) subsequently15. For example, if a female guppy
observes another female choosing the
duller of two males (guppies usually prefer
to mate with brighter males), and then proceeds to mate with the same male, that is
evidence of copying. However, only if she
then tends to mate consistently with duller
males can she be said to have inherited (at
least one aspect of) the mating preference
of the model female.
Earlier theoretical work7,8 modelled
copying, rather than cultural transmission,
showing how it can cause an increase in the
opportunity for sexual selection. Recent
models have moved on to address cultural
preference transmission16,17, in which the
female’s preference is lastingly altered in
response to the types of males that she
observes mating. However, none of the
empirical evidence for copying (in any
species)1–3,12–14 has shown that females’ tendency to copy has any long-term effects on
the expression of their mating preferences.

One obvious priority for future research,
therefore, should be to test whether copying can result in the shaping of individual
female’s preferences, and meaningful
population-level change (sensu Boyd and
Richerson15) in mate choice.
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Scaling up the value of bioindicators

S

pecies whose presence or abundance
readily reflect some measure of the character of the habitat within which they are
found are often identified as bioindicators1,
most frequently to monitor changes within
a particular habitat. In spite of the intuitive
appeal of bioindication, largely as a consequence of its cost-effectiveness in the face
of urgent conservation issues, indicator
studies frequently fall short of providing
spatially explicit and objectively determined indicator species or species subsets.
This is particularly true of studies involving
invertebrates. A recent paper by Dufrêne
and Legendre2 outlines and applies a
straightforward and efficient method for
addressing this shortcoming.
Although previously-developed and
commonly-used techniques seek to identify bioindicators within groups of taxa (e.g.
I-tests, correspondence analysis, two-way
indicator species analysis), many of these
suffer from methodological problems3,4.
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For example, one is frequently constrained
in the choice of site clusters for the identification of indicator sets by the site classification procedure used. Also, many of these
methods use relative species abundance
measures that are easily biased by sampling methods with differential sampling
efficiency for different taxa. This use of
compositional data can also severely bias
the patterns that are generated by classification procedures5. Furthermore, many
techniques have a tendency to select rare
species as being distinctive of particular
habitats or sample units3. The risks associated with such choices include the
possibility of selecting vagrant species,
or individuals from non-viable or sink
populations6.
The value of bioindicators would thus
be highest if species whose indicator values were calculated independently of other
species in the assemblage were truly representative of a group of sites, by being
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unique to that site group (high specificity),
as well as by being abundant and widespread within it (high fidelity). Such species
would not only have a high information
content, but also a high probability of being
sampled during monitoring and assessment. If, at the same time, one had the freedom to combine sites in as many meaningful ways as required, the optimum group of
sites necessary for the conservation of the
indicator species could be established.
This approach is of particular value when
dealing with taxa, such as invertebrates,
where there is a paucity of information on
the distribution and biology of the majority
of species sampled.
This is the essence of the approach and
method advocated by Dufrêne and
Legendre2. The indicator value (IndVal) of a
species is expressed as the degree (%) to
which it fulfills the criteria of specificity and
fidelity within any particular group of sites.
The method derives indicators from any,
a priori or a posteriori, hierarchical or nonhierarchical site classification. The association between each species and site
group may be determined independently
both of the clustering procedure and of
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other species, and, importantly, the significance of each indicator species is subsequently established using a site randomization procedure. The indicator value of a
species (see Box 1), defined as the most
characteristic species of each group, is thus
highest when the individuals of the species
are present in all sites of only one site
group. Because the indicator value of a
species can also be calculated for any combination of sites (or for any level of a hierarchical classification), the maximum indicator value (see Box 1) not only identifies
the species with the highest indicator
value, but also the site grouping (or level)
for which it is most representative. Thus,
for example, if a beetle species is equally
abundant both in woodland and pasture its
indicator value will by necessity be highest
for the two habitats combined, rather than
for either of these.
This flexibility with regard to the site
categorization on which the IndVal measures (Box 1) are based is one of the most
significant advantages of the method. For
example, it can be used for the identification of bioindicators for existing conservation areas or habitat types (which may
have been arbitrarily selected); for groups
of sites based on the outcome of the classification of any set of non-target taxa (e.g.
insect bioindicators of plant community
classifications), as well as for site clusters
determined using the target taxa themselves (i.e. groups of sites clustered using
the target taxa, and bioindicator species
selected from within these clusters). There
are a number of other methodological and
practical advantages associated with the
method that Dufrêne and Legendre advocate. Because each IndVal measure is absolute (expressed as a percentage), and is
calculated independently of other species
in the assemblage, direct comparisons of
indicator value can be made between taxonomically unrelated taxa, taxa in different
functional groups, or those in different
communities. In addition, and importantly,
if taxa show very similar specificity and
fidelity trends, but differ in abundance (e.g.
mites versus carabid beetles), their IndVal
remains the same, hence making comparisons across taxa robust to differences in
abundance.
When the sites within a group are spatially contiguous, the method can also be
used to delimit the core of the distribution
range of the focal species for the sites concerned. This group of sites will thus have the
highest probability of encompassing viable
populations of those species with the highest indicator values, and can therefore be
used to identify core conservation areas for
particular species where little to no distributional or biological information is available.
The IndVal of a species absence, which
can be calculated using a rationale similar
TREE vol. 13, no. 2 February 1998

Box 1. The indicator species value2
Specificity measure
Aij = Nindividualsij /Nindividualsi.
where Nindividualsij is the mean number of species i across sites of group j, and Nindividualsi. is
the sum of the mean numbers of individuals of
species i over all groups.
Fidelity measure
Bij = Nsitesij /Nsites.j
where Nsitesij is the number of sites in cluster j
where species i is present, and Nsites.j is the total
number of sites in that cluster.
Indicator Value
Aij × Bij × 100 = IndValij
max[IndValij] = IndVali

to the one underlying the species presence
IndVal, also has advantages. This absence
IndVal, which unlike most previous
absence values is not symmetric to the
presence IndVal, identifies species that
occur less frequently and in very much
lower abundances in a particular group of
sites than in any other of the site groups. As
such, it provides one method for improving
the objectivity with which species transient
to an assemblage in a particular group of
sites can be identified, a problem that
has traditionally beset analyses involving
species abundances of little known taxa7.
Dufrêne and Legendre’s approach is
in principle rather similar to the Braun–
Blanquet system8,9 used extensively by
phytosociologists. Nonetheless, their
method considerably advances the field of
bioindication, especially where terrestrial
invertebrates are concerned. It provides a
simple method for identifying the value of
indicator species that is robust to differences in the numbers of sites between
site groups, to differences in abundance
between sites within a particular group,
and to differences in the absolute abundances of very different taxa which may
show similar trends. Furthermore, by using
a permutation test to assess the significance of individual indicator species,
Dufrêne and Legendre complement
Clarke’s methods for assessing the significance of differences between clusters3 in a
hierarchical classification, using the randomization procedures that are becoming
so indispensable to ecologists10.
Taxa proposed as bioindicators have
often been accused of being merely the
favourite taxa of their proponents1,11. Ornithologists prefer birds, lepidopterists
butterflies, and coleopterists beetles.
Dufrêne and Legendre have provided an
objective method for assessing the merits
of rather different taxa for a given range of
sites. The species that do emerge from this
procedure as the most useful indicators of
a group of sites are also likely to be robust

to small differences in sampling procedures
that could alter species relative abundances. Thus these species, which show
both high site specificity and fidelity, can
confidently be used in practical conservation for monitoring site changes. As a consequence, Dufrêne and Legendre have
increased the value to conservation practitioners of a concept that has long appealed
to conservation biologists, but until now
has fallen somewhat short of its practical
goals.
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